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Prehistoric metal-working in South West Africa
by B. H. SANDELOWSKY*, Ph.D. (Visitor)
SYNOPSIS
This paper describes a three-hundred year old metal-working site at Rehoboth, and makes a plea for information
on such sites elsewhere in South West Africa so that they can be investigated. The technique of ore smelting that
was used at Rehoboth appears to be different from that practised elsewhere by Bantu peoples before the modern
era.
h

SAMEVATTING
Hierdie verhandeling beskryf 'n driehonderdjaaroue plek by Rehoboth waar metaal bewerk is en lewer 'n pleidooi
vir inligting oor sulke plekke elders in Suidwes-Afrika sodat hulle ondersoek kan word. Die tegniek wat by Rehoboth
gebruik is om die erts te smelt, verskil blykbaar van die wat voor die moderne tydvak, elders deur die Bantoevolke
toegepas is.

The purpose of this paper is to
present the available knowledge on
early metal-working
in South West
Africa, in the hope that this will
stimulate
the interest
of mining
geologists and will induce them to
contribute information on finds they
make in the field.

BACKGROUND
The subject matter on which an
investigation
into the origins of
metallurgy
focuses is the development of large-scale societies such as
our own or the ancient societies in
the Old and the New World. An
independent
evolution
of urbanisation in the course of world history
has been documented at least twice:
in the Middle East and in MesoAmerica. In the Middle East, metal
work characterized cultural development during the stage of the Bronze,
Copper, and Iron Ages. In the New
World, metal work was limited to
the hammering
of gold and silver.
The following questions emerge from
this observation:
Could industrialization have arisen without the knowledge of metallurgy?
Or, vice versa,
did the knowledge of metal-working
exist without
promoting
a concomitant development of large-scale
society?
The period when metal working
became known in sub-Saharan Africa
has long been a matter for conjecture. The Nok culture of northern
Nigeria used iron extensively
between 500 B.C. and 200 A.D. The
earliest artifacts from Daima Mound,
north of Lake Chad, date back to
between 400 and 600 A.D. Ironworking sites in east and south
Mrica have been datedl to between
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100 and 300 A.D., and sites have
been reported2 at which hematite
and specularite
were collected in
large quantities
long before that
time. Arguments have arisen about
when the collection of a raw material
can be regarded as mining or metalworking.
The most generally
held view
contends
that the knowledge
of
working copper and iron was introduced into southern
Africa from
central Africa. Clay furnaces have
been found into which the air was
fed through cylindrical mouthpieces,
so-called tuyeres, which were attached to bellows made of skin and
wood (Plates I and 11). Tuyeres
can be made by baking moist clay
around a thick branch, which would
burn up during firing while the clay

Plate I-Clay

furnace

would harden.
In the course of
being used in the furnace, the tuyere
would become increasingly
more
durable as molten metal and slag
would start adhering to it. In an
archaeological
excavation,
tuyeres
or tuyere fragments
are the most
obvious and the most commonly
found signs of metal-working.
Cultural features associated with early
metal-working
in southern
Africa
are distinctive
ceramic wares, domesticated plants and animals, and
larger settlements
of a more permanent type.
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A combination
of these features
was observed at three sites along
the Okavango River in South West
Africa. These sites represent
the

in use in the vicinity of Andara, along the Okavango.
taken about 1920 by Father A. Froehlich
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Rehoboth Iron-working

Site

Similarly, evidence for a different
type of metal working has been
observed5 in these regions. In 1970,
the first excavation of a furnace site
in central South West Africa was
undertaken
70 km south of Windhoek, outside the town of Rehoboth
(17°50'8 15°04'E).
Three charcoal
samples were submitted
for radiocarbon dating.
They came from
depths between 5 and 40 cm below
the surface and from different areas
in the thousand
I m grid squares
worked. The analyses show them to
fall into a range of 25 years, giving a
sharp date for this site, most probably 1650 ::t20 A.D. (PTA 432,
433, 434).

Plate II-Foundry

where raw metal is shaped. Photo taken about 1920 by Father
A. Froehlich

The site was found by the location
of slag on the surface. Fragments of
molten
ore, charcoal,
ash, split
quartz cobbles, and discoloured sand
were spread over an area approximately
lOOm square.
Near the
centre, there was a depression in the
ground with two piles of sand and
stones on either side of it (Plate Ill).
On the eastern side, larger angular
rocks lay on top of coarse sand and
quartz cobbles, respmbling the natural stratum here, which underlies a

most south-westerly
occurrence of
their kind so far reported.
The
oldest, at Kapako
(17° 55'S 19°
40'E), east of Rundu, dates back
to 840 ::t50 A.D. (PTA 234)t. A
more recent occupation was found
atVunguVungu(18°05'S
19°50'E)
at 1650 +45 A.D. (PTA 236), and
an iron-smelting
furnace at Dikundu (18 ° 05'8 21 ° 30'E) may still
have been in use during the early
part of this century.
A charcoal
sample from here was dated to
120 ::t50 years
Before
Present
(PTA 235). The present-day Bantuspeaking inhabitants
of the Okavango Territory
are probably
descended from the occupants of these
early
sites.
Together
with
the
Ovambo peoples, they represent the
most southerly
extension
of agricultural Bantu-speaking
communities in South West Africa.
Similar evidence of characteristic
Iron Age occupation has so far not
been found in the areas of central
and southern
South West Africa.
The pre-European
inhabitants
of
these desert or semi-desert r~gions
were hunters and gatherers.
denerally, such specialized activities as
pot-making
and metal-working
are
not associated with that way of life,
and these people are usually said to

have received their more sophisticated equipment from other groups.
Yet the pottery that has been found
at many
sites in South
West
Africa3, 4 does not resemble that of
the adjoining
areas inhabited
by
people with traditions of pottery.

tRefers to the charcoal sample submitted

Plate Ill-Depression
in the ground with piles of coarse and fine material
either side. Remnants of 'stone anvils' on top of far heap

for radiocarbon
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surface layer of reddish sand. The
material heaped up on the side had
probably been taken out of the hole,
which extends down into the gravelly
layer. Underneath
the pile of sand
and cobbles,
55 cm below the
surface, a large potsherd was found
(Plate IV). It represents a straightsided pot with a double row of short,
vertical
incisions below the rim.
Fourteen
undecorated
bodysherds
were found on the surface. The find
of the large decorated sherd is of
significance because its context is
unambiguous.
It implies the association of a pottery type with this
occurrence of metal-working.
On the western side of the hole, a
pile of finer sand and smaller quartz
stones looked different
from the
surrounding
natural soil. The sand
was darker and the stones were
fractured and brittle, probably as a
result of having been heated. In the
course of excavating the area around
the hole, seventeen
fragments
of
stone tuyeres were found (Plate V).
Thirteen
of them
were concentrated on the western side of the
hole and occurred at varying depths
up to 55 cm below the surface. The
remaining four fragments were scattered on the southern edge of the
depression, which, once it had been
cleared of branches
and debris,
turned out to have a symmetrical
oval shape. It extended well down
into the quartz gravel, but was

Plate
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IV-Potsherd
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Plate

V- Tuyere

fragments

found

evenly lined with a layer of fine,
darkened sand approximately
5 cm
thick.
It is suggested that bellows had
been attached
to the tuyeres, of
which fragments
were found, and
that air had been pumped through
them into this hole, which served as
furnace. In it the ore was probably
layered with fuel. The hard wood of
the Acacia giraffae trees, which
grow here in abundance,
would

found close to hole 55 cm below the surface
AFRICAN

in the excavation
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and one unbroken

tuyere

have been suitable for this purpose.
Sand could have been used to seal
the furnace. Perhaps some quartz
cobbles had been mixed with it to
provide a chimney-like
escape for
the air.
In a radius of approximately
30 m
around this furnace hole, concentrations of slag, charcoal, discoloured
sand, fragments of stone tuyeres, and
split stones were noticed (Plate VI).
These areas were also marked by
several large, angular, dioritic rocks,
which, it was discovered, could be
fitted together to form stones with a
flat surface (Plate VII). They probably represent
anvils,
suggesting
that
these areas were foundries
where the molten metal was shaped
into tools. An excavation of one of
these foundry areas showed that the
charcoal, ash, slag, and split stones
extended down to a depth of 70 cm
below the surface.
It is suggested that all the ore was
fired at a central smelting place.
Workers could have removed the
molten
metal
to various
places
within several metres of the smelter,
where they would then have forged
their tools. Here, too, fires would
have been kept going as in a smithy.
The anvil stones probably cracked
and broke because they were subjected to high temperatures
and the
shocks of many hammer blows.
Finished
implements
were not
MAY 1974 365

features is required.
It is thought that early smelting
sites would be found near outcrops
of native ore. Slag and tuyeres are
the most obvious
indications
of
such workings. Reports of sites with
these characteristics
would be most
useful in expanding our knowledge
of early metal-working
and would
therefore be sincerely appreciated.
Similarly, the locations of clay, pots,
and potsherds
would provide invaluable data.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Plate

VI-Concentration

of ash, charcoal,

found. Possibly, the yield of metal
was low and provided only enough
material for a few knife blades and
arrowheads.
These products would
have been valuable, and good care
would have been taken of them.
Even if one or two pieces had been
lost or left behind by the original
workers, the chances are very good
that they would have been picked
up during the intervening 300 years
before this archaeological excavation
was undertaken.
SUMMARY
The aim of this investigation
was
to establish if an independent metalworking tradition existed in the arid
parts of south-western
Africa. The
technique of smelting ore that was
used near Rehoboth 300 years ago
differs from that used in areas where
Bantu-speakers
practised metallurgy
before the modern era. The dates
probably
preclude
European
influence, but further excavations are
necessary to confirm this assumption.
The crucial difference in the work
technique
lies in the use of clay.
While Bantu-speaking
smiths built
Qlay furnaces and made tuyeres out
of clay, a hole in the ground and
stone tuyeres were used at Rehoboth.
The presence of potsherds implies
the availability of clay and a knowledge of working with this material.
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split stones,

slag, and dark sand

The design and decoration
of the
sherds do not resemble those of
pottery
associated
with ironwork
along the Okavango River nor that
found in central and east Africa.
The impression gained initially, on
the basis of isolated surface finds
of stone tuyeres and pottery, that
Iron Age features in South West
Africa are distinct from those in
south-central
and east Africa, is
supported by this excavation.
But
the differences have to be documented in greater detail, and more
evidence
of associated
cultural

Plate

VII-Fragments

The excavation at Rehoboth was
undertaken
under the auspices of
the State Museum, Windhoek. The
site was located with the help of
Messrs Maasdorp, Dunn, and Hf'nckert. Other persons to whom thanks
are due are Dr Mary Seely, Dr Wade
Pendleton,
Dr Erich Wendt,
Mr
Richard Taylor, and the two youngsters, Raymond Maasdorp and Wilfried Bohm.
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